In this paper we consider the issue of tracing digital cameras by analyzing pictures they produced. Clearly, the possibility of establishing if a picture was taken by a given camera or even if two pictures come from cameras of the same model can expose users' privacy to a serious threat. In the paper, at first, we propose a simple and ultra-fast algorithm for identification of the brand of a digital camera and compare the results with the state-of-the-art algorithm by Lukás et al.'s. Experimental results show that at the cost of a moderate decrease of accuracy, our method is significantly faster, thus can be used for an analysis of large batches of pictures or as a preprocessing for more exact. In the second part, we propose a method for limiting the possibility of tracing digital cameras. Our method is a transformation of the picture that can be classified as a type of standardization. We prove that it prevents all methods of tracing cameras based on analysis of histograms. Moreover, in an extensive experimental evaluation we demonstrate that the transformed pictures are very similar to the original images under both visual and objective numerical measure inspection.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, digital cameras (even DSLRs) are easily accessible and affordable, which makes them very popular and significantly increases the number of high quality pictures availible in the public space. It is clear that tracing cameras used for taking pictures may breach privacy of both the authors as well as the individuals presented on pictures. Hardwaremetry is a term proposed in (Galdi et al., 2016) that denotes finding characteristic features that enable identification of a device that was used to make a given picture. A popular example is recognizing sensor of a digital camera based on the pictures made by it. According to (Goljan, 2008) , the occurrence of sensor imperfections (artifacts) is obvious, therefore they can be considered as a specific camera "fingerprint" and make it possible to identify the camera based on the photos. There are several factors that may influence images and make them characteristic for a given brand, model or particular camera, like sensor, optic parts used, imperfections of lenses or default settings. The ability to recognize the camera model or a specific device just from an image that was taken by it is very important as a forensic technique and may be compared to long-established techniques like tire-pattern based vehicle recognition, however in the same way it may be exploited and be a threat to privacy. Hence, a bulk of research has been devoted to studying device specific artifacts, linking devices with pictures, but also to preventing the privacy threats. In this paper we fit into this field by investigating both-a method of identification and a privacy preserving image transform. The main contribution of the paper is twofold. First, in Sect. 2 we present an algorithm that allows linking between camera models and pictures made by them. This method is very simple and ultra fast. Moreover, it offers only slightly worse accuracy compared to widely used and perceived as not only accurate but also relatively fast algorithm presented in (Lukás et al., 2006) . In Sect. 3 we present a transformation of an image that can be seen as a picture standardization that diminish wide class of methods of camera tracing. In most cases this method does not significantly lower the quality of the picture. We present an assessment of the scale of image modification in terms of both visual comparison and objective measures. Note that we are interested in identifying camera only by artifacts left on the image by the device. Due to the fact that photo's EXIF metadata can be quite easily modified or deleted (Lukás et al., 2006; Goljan, 2008) , we are not discussing them.
FAST CAMERA RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS
In this section we present an algorithm for linking images and devices based on Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). The PSNR is a popular method of assessing the quality of lossy compression (e.g., JPEG) (Horé and Ziou, 2010) , praised especially for its time performance. Therefore, this algorithm can be used for a massive analysis of large set of images. We compare this algorithm with Lukás et al.'s described below.
Lukás et al.'s Algorithm
Lukás et al. in (Lukás et al., 2006) proposed an algorithm for identifying digital camera by pictures. This algorithm extracts a specific pattern called the Photo-Response Nonuniformity Noise (PRNU), which serves as a unique identification fingerprint. The idea of the algorithm is to extract the noise from the input image p by using a denoising filter F. Using a wavelet-based denoising filter has been proposed (Goljan, 2008; Kang et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2016) . After denoising, the camera fingerprint is calculated as n = p − F(p) following the summary below. Input: Image p in RGB of size M × N; Output: Matrix n of noise residual, size M × N.
; 2. Denoise all channels of the input image p R , p G , p B with filter F;
4. Calculate the matrix of noise residual:
where p R , p G and p B are matrices of each component of RGB model of the input p; F is the denoising filter. The authors recommend calculating the noise residual n i (where i ∈ {1, . . . , 45}) for at least 45 images and then calculating n which is the mean of n 1,...,45 . Then, a new image n x is correlated with n . If the correlation exceeds some threshold, it is assumed that n x comes from the same camera as n . The efficiency of recognizing the sensor in such approach is high (True Positive Rate about 70%). The algorithm also identifies different cameras of the same model with similar probability.
PSNR-CT Algorithm Description
Below, we propose the Peak Signal-to-Noise Camera Tracing (PSNR-CT) algorithm for camera recognition. To identify a camera, the algorithm uses the well-known Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) for identifying a camera. The PSNR is widely used for measuring the quality of lossy compression (e.g., JPEG (Goljan, 2008; Tanchenko, 2014) or H.264 bitstreams (Na and Kim, 2014) ). We propose to use this algorithm for tracing a camera sensor. To the best of our knowledge, this algorithm has not been used in such context. Input: Image p in RGB of size M × N; Output: The PSNR value.
1. Denoise the input image p by denoising filter F (Lukás et al., 2006; Goljan, 2008; Kang et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2016) and generate an image p = F(p); 2. Calculate the mean squared error
2 MSE where p is a denoised image;p(i, j) denotes taking value of (i, j)-pixel of imagep.
The PSNR-CT algorithm works significantly faster than Lukás et al.'s method, however the accuracy for sensor recognition is lower (TPR 46%, Lukás method -69%). Nevertheless, in some cases this algorithm gives better recognition performance. Experimental evaluation showed that some cameras are recognized even with 100% accuracy, while no camera was recognized with such precision in case of Lukás et al.'s method. Brand recognition also is more effective in case of the PSNR method. The TPR reached 79% while the accuracy of Lukás et al.'s method was 75%.
Remark about Lukás et al.'s Algorithm
While comparing our PSNR-CT protocol with Lukás et al.'s original algorithm, we discovered some simple improvement. Instead of processing all three channels of RGB image, we propose to process only one channel. Experiments showed that such modification slightly decreases the image processing time while accuracy stays almost the same. Due to space the limitations we leave the detailed discussion to appear in an extended version of this paper.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section we analyze the accuracy and efficiency of PSNR-CT and compare it to the Lukás et al.'s method. In the experiment the following cameras were used: Acer S56 (Ac), Canon SX160 IS (Ca), Kodak P850 (Ko), Lumia 640 (Lu), Nikon D3100 (N1), Nikon P100 (N2), Samsung A40 (S1), Samsung Ace 3 (S2), Samsung Omnia II (S3) and Samsung SIII mini (S4). The total number of 450 JPEG images (45 images per camera) was used in RGB model. Information about cameras' sensor types and image sizes used in experiments is detailed in Table 6 . We use the accuracy, defined in the standard way as an evaluation statistic:
where TP/TN denotes "true positive/true negative"; FP/FN stands for "false positive/false negative". TP denotes number of cases correctly classified to a specific class; TN are instances that are correctly rejected. FP denotes cases incorrectly classified to the specific class; FN are cases incorrectly rejected.
Experiment I -General Classification
Lukás et al.'s Original Algorithm. We present results of Lukás et al.'s classification on our dataset. Experiments were conducted with original authors' MATLAB implementation (Lukás et al., 2016) . Confusion matrices of the model and brand classification are presented in Tab. 1 and 3, respectively. One can note that for the dataset Lukás et al.'s algorithm gives lower identification accuracy than noted in (Lukás et al., 2006) . This fact may be caused by testing mostly with cameras with CCD sensors by the authors. Our dataset contains mostly images taken with CMOS sensors which give better quality photographs and fewer number of defective pixels.
PSNR-CT Classification. The PSNR-CT classification was carried out in the following way. The value of PSNR was calculated for every photo from each camera, and the mean value of PSNR of photos from a specific camera was calculated. Then, 40 photos from our dataset were taken at random and their PSNR was again calculated and assigned to the closest mean of PSNR value from a specific camera. Confusion matrices of PSNR-CT classification are presented in Tab. 2 and 4. The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB.
Comparison of Algorithms' Accuracy and Processing Time. Note that Lukás et al.'s approach gives more precise results of the classification. However, the experiments show that in some cases it can be outperformed by PSNR-CT. For both algorithms, the worst classification results are seen with Nikon cameras. According to (Lukás et al., 2006) , the difference in physical size of pixels could cause this effect. The main weakness of the Lukás approach is the photos' processing time. Calculating noise residuals matrices for every photo of our dataset consisting of 450 photos took more than 9 hours, while calculating the PSNR values took about 40 minutes. Table 5 presents overall and average time for processing photos with tested algorithms. The experiments were conducted on a 2-in-1 notebook Dell 3147 with Intel Pentium N3540@2.16GHz Processor with 4GB of RAM.
Experiment II -Classification of Images with Neutral Density Filters
Neutral Density (ND) filters are used by DSLR user to reduce the amount of light that reaches the camera sensor. We conducted an experiment with Nikon D3100 DSLR with ND1000 filter in order to compare algorithms' robustness to filtering. We have calculated the PSNR of photos done without and with ND filter. The mean PSNR value of photos done without ND filter was lower than of photos with ND filter. The results of the experiment indicate that it is possible to tell whether images from the same camera were taken with or without an ND filter. In that case the accuracy of PSNR-CT algorithm is 0.8 while Lukás' 0.52.
DEPECHE: CAMERA TRACING PREVENTION ALGORITHM
In this section we present a method that significantly limits the possibility of linking an image to the device used for producing it. One can observe that the privacy threat is particularly serious in the case of images that can be massively analyzed and confronted with other information (e.g, in social networks). Information that two pictures were made using the same device may be of critical importance-an adversary may use the obtained sensitive data in malicious way ranging from targeted adds and spam to stalking. Finding a camera while having its picture is possible due to some extra information in the picture. Intuitively, to make tracing cameras impossible, we need to limit the "side information channel". The safest method is to set each pixel with a predefined value, say 0. Such strategy provides perfect and provable unlinkability between cameras and images. Clearly, such method is useless for practical reasons as all the information in the picture is lost. We present a more efficient method, DEPECHE (DiscrEet Privacy Table 2 : Confusion matrix of model recognition -PSNR-CT, accuracy = 0.46. Enhancing via Colors' Histogram Equalization), that allows us to significantly reduce the superfluous information. On the other hand, the quality degradation after applying this method is only moderate, which is somehow surprising. In Section 3.2 we provide an analysis of the algorithm and present some examples depicting that the picture does not differ substantially from the original image in both subjective visual assessment and an objective metrics. We focus on using grayscale images, however one may easily adapt the method to RGB or CMYK colorspace images.
Algorithm Description
The main idea of the algorithm is to restrict the set of intensity values of the pixels. Moreover, we require that the number of pixels of each intensity levels is the same. In effect the histogram of resulting picture is flat (as in uniform distribution) and looks always the same (independently of the original image and its histogram). Hence, the histogram is oblivious and cannot provide any information about the camera 2 . Note that the selection of the intensity levels that we want to use in the resulting picture has to be done carefully, in particular introducing a new (or several) intensity level may significantly alter the image, even to the point of making it unusable for the intended purpose.
Toy Example. Let us consider a picture of 11 × 11 pixels. In Figure 1 we present the original picture (left) and the same picture after applying DEPECHE transform (right), with respective histograms. Below we present the execution of the algorithm step by step. The original picture is represented by the matrix I. ]. Then we generate a matrix T that stores the initial indices of I. 
As the next step, we generate the matrix L by sorting elements from I by rows: 
Simultaneously, the matrix T is generated by applying the same transformations to T as to I. This matrix stores the initial positions of the elements form I in L: 
Then, we create another matrix L in which rows we put values from H t . The matrix T remains unchanged.
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The final step is to transform T back to T and apply the same operations to L , yielding the modified image matrix I . 112 160 160 160 160 160 160 160 128 32 128 160 144 128 64 80 64 128 144 160 128 160 144 64 80 80 96 96 96 64 144 176 176 128 96 64 48 32 48 64 96 128 
The matrix I represents the image in the right picture in Fig. 1 .
Let us now formally introduce the DEPECHE algorithm. We start with an input image (the tests were performed on 8-bit grayscale), and values of the target intensities to which histogram of the image will be adjusted. An array of the target histogram H t is created, its length is equal to the total number of pixels in the input image. Then, a vector s is created from pairs: (the pixel of input image I, the next value of initial positions of pixels in I). The vector s is sorted according to the first elements of the pairs. Next, matrix T of initial positions of pixels in I is generated from the second elements of the pairs from s. Matrix L is created with subsequent values from H t . The final step is creating I to restore the original order of pixels by sorting in the order of T . The matrix I represents the image after DEPECHE transformation and has a uniform histogram.
Protocol Evaluation and Analysis
Note that after the transformation the picture does not reveal any information about the histogram of the original image. Thus the presented algorithm provides provable immunity against any method matching images with devices based on analysis of his-Algorithm 1: DEPECHE Pseudo-Code.
error: cannot create image with uniform histogram 5: end if 6: H t : = [c 1 1 , . . . , c 1 p , . . . , c n 1 , . . . , c n p ] 7: for i = 0 to R − 1 do end for 18: end for 19: return I tograms (e.g., finding "peaks" of the histogram). For that reason DEPECHE can be used as a method of image uniformization and be easily combined with any other algorithm aimed at narrowing the extra information channel that can be potentially used to link devices and images. The algorithm is computationally efficient; it takes O(N · M) substitutions for an image of size N × M.
Picture Quality. Picture quality after transformation is surprisingly good in most cases. First, we evaluated visual quality of dozens of pictures. Except some artificial cases (e.g., monochromatic picture with all values of all pixels set to 0 ), the quality of the pictures after transformation was acceptably good. As a typical examples we present Figures 2 and 3. The picture on the left is the original; on the right -histogram adjusted.
Numerical Analysis of Deformation. We also performed a series of experiments to inspect how the picture is changed, i.e. we analyze residuum 3 |I − I |. Full results are presented in Table 7 . We used 10 devices: Acer S56 (Ac), Canon SX160IS (Ca), Kodak P850 (Ko), Lumia 640 (Lu), Nikon D3100 (N1), Nikon P100 (N2), Samsung A40 (S1), Samsung Ace 3 (S2), Samsung Omnia II (S3) and Samsung SIII mini (S4). All cameras except Canon, Kodak and Samsung A40 (CCD), have the CMOS sensor. Information about image resolutions is presented in Table  6 . The total number of 200 8-bit grayscale images (20 per each camera) were adjusted to 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 intensity levels. For each input image I and adjusted image I we calculated mean and standard deviation of the difference |I − I |. Note that with all camera types, the differences between the original image I and the histogram-adjusted image I were at small level. The smallest differences were observed in case of Canon SX160IS, Lumia 640 and Samsung Omnia II -the average difference of pixels intensity of I and I was around 20. The biggest differences appeared in Nikon P100 and Samsung Ace 3 -about 30. However, such difference is not easily noted visually. Sample images and their difference are presented in Figures 2 and 3 . Obviously, for 4-color image I the differences between original and adjusted image were the biggest, however even in this case the visual reception could be regarded as satisfactory.
RELATED WORK
One of the most popular work on camera sensor recognition is Lukás et al. (Lukás et al., 2006) algorithm recalled in Section 2. The authors proposed an algorithm for calculating the PRNU (Photo Response Non Uniformity). The algorithm utilizes the residual noise, which is defined as a difference between image p and its denoised form F(p). A typical image of size 12Mpix is processed in 3-4 minutes. Goljan in (Goljan, 2008) proposed a technique based on cross-correlation analysis and peakto-correlation-energy (PCE) ratio to identify the camera. The method calculates the PRNU pattern and uses the correlation detector with PCE ratio to measure the similarity between noise residuals. The time performance is not examined. In (Kang et al., 2012) a method that enhances the results in (Lukás et al., 2006) was presented. A sensor fingerprint is considered as a white noise present on the images. The authors propose to use correlation to circular correlation norm as the test statistic, which can reduce the false positive rate of camera recognition. The TPR of recognition was 95% (images of size 256x256px) and 99% (512x512px). In (Goljan and Fridrich, 2014) a method of identifying a camera based on parameters of radial distortion is proposed. These parameters are considered to be unique for each camera. Despite possible identification in some cases FAR may rise up to 40% (and exceed 50% in case of Nikon cameras). A comprehensive survey of image forensics methods can be found in (Birajdar and Mankar, 2013) .
In (Julliand et al., 2016 ) the authors show that different types of noise strongly affects the raw image. It is obvious that JPEG lossy compression generates a noise that impacts groups of pixels. A particular image was presented that before saving it to the JPEG has a different histogram than the resulting image. Hence, JPEG compression adds some specific artifacts to the final image and the exact implementation details may be used for identification. In (Taspinar et al., 2016) it is considered, if sensor recognition can be made when the image block is less than 50 × 50px. As a verification, the Peak-to-correlation energy ratio is used. Results showed that the efficiency of analyzing so small blocks is not satisfactory and the PCE values are low. The goal of (Jiang et al., 2016) is to determine if images in social network in several accounts were taken by the same user. The authors use the same formula as in (Lukás et al., 2006) for finding the camera fingerprint and cluster the images by the correlation. Authors performed experiments with 1576 images and used the precision and recall measures for evaluation of the performance. The precision of clustering performance was 85%, the recall -42%. The impact of pixel defects as: point/hot point defects, dead pixels, pixels traps and cluster defects was investigated in (Li et al., 2014; Chapman et al., 2015) among others. In (Lanh et al., 2007) , twelve cameras were experimentally investigated for defected pixels and compared with each other. Results showed that each camera had a distinct pattern of defective pixels. Therefore, in order to preserve ones privacy, there is a need to obfuscate such defects, e.g. by adjusting image intensity histogram.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have investigated the problem of linking digital cameras and its pictures. We proposed an algorithm for tracing the camera based on peak signal-to-noise ratio that is faster then well-known Lukás et al. algorithm, but in some cases less accurate. In the second part we introduced an algorithm for adjusting image histogram to the uniform form. This method hides some specific artifacts that may by used for identifying the devices.
Both branches of the research in the paper may be further investigated. In particular a very promising idea is replacing the uniform histogram in DE-PECHE with Gauss-like or widely used in image analysis Rayleigh distribution. 
